
Route Assistance 
From JR Maiko Station to Awaji-Island 

via JR Express bus
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Transfer to another escalator 
at the 2nd floor and go up to 
the 4th floor

Go up to the 4th floor

IP 2013 Awaji



4th Floor

Please transfer to the elevator at this floor and go up to 5th floor to take a bus 
bound for Awaji Yumebutai Mae.

This escalator goes up from 
the 2nd to the 4th floor.

This elevator connects the1st 
to the 4th floor

This elevator connects
the 4th to the 5th floor
where the bus stop for 
getting on is located.
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Kosoku Maiko Awaji Yumebutai Mae

Get off at the bus stop "Awaji Yumebutai Mae"
* It takes about 15 min. from Kosoku Maiko to Awaji Yumebutai Mae
* One way ticket: ¥500
* Tickets are available from the bus driver
* No round trip ticket
* Time Table is as follows: http://www.yumebutai.org/english/access/detail/time_maiko.html

Bus Stops

This elevator connects
the 4th to the 5th floor
where the bus stop for 
getting off is located.



(1)Platform of JR Maiko Station (2)Stairway (3)Exit ticket gate then turn right  

(4)Go straight (5)Turn right (6)Go straight

(7)Elevator (1st Floor) or Escalator (2nd Floor) (8)Elevator 【proceed to photo (14 )】
Escalator (9)To escalator



(11)At 4th floor; Go up to 5th floor

ElevatorStairs
(12)To 5th floor

(13)Bus stop bound for Awaji Yumebutai

(10)Escalator bound for 4th floor

(14)Go into the building  【continued from (8)】

(15)Proceed to elevator (16)Take the elevator bound for 4th floor (17)Proceed to elevator bound for 5th floor 
【to photo (11)】


